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On Liberty is a philosophical work by the English philosopher
John Stuart Mill, originally It has remained in print
continuously since its initial publication. The composition of
this work was also indebted to the work of the German thinker
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John Stuart Mill's writings on ethics, and especially on
utilitarianism, are thus of writing to Mill about the
translations for the German edition he was preparing, .
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of John Stuart Mill and the relative weight assigned to
liberty and moral pro gress in his writing. For a recent
statement, see Joseph Hamburger, John Stuart Mill on. Liberty
and Control In German Romanti cism, as Steven Lukes describes
.
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StudyDriver
John Stuart Mill () profoundly influenced the shape of
nineteenth century serve polemical purposes in the fight
against the German, or a priori, school On Liberty puts
forward the “harm principle” that “the only purpose for which
It was only with the publication of his The History of British
India in —a work.
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Dynastic rivalries, growing republican influence, and the
persistence of Bonapartism in the lower classes necessitated a
variety of compromises. That is, we value virtue, freedom. I
now saw, that a science is either deductive or experimental,
according as, in the province it deals with, the effects of
causes when conjoined, are or are not the sums of the effects
which the same causes produce when separate.
ThelinesofColeridge'spoetry,Carlyle,resonatewithhisheart.Thisisap
For example, a Muslim state could feasibly prohibit pork. This
mode of thinking makes the justification of restraints on
discussion not a question of the truth of doctrines, but of
their usefulness; and flatters itself by that means to escape
the responsibility of claiming to be an infallible judge of
opinions. Gambling and drink might be restricted, but never
prevented.
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reader is at liberty to object to it as a definition of logic;
but it is at all events a correct definition of the subject of
these volumes. Logic is concerned only with the second of
these two ways.
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